Intelligent strategies to maximize the value of your private travel
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evoJets at a Glance
Safety First
evoJets works exclusively with ARG/US and Wyvern safety rated aircraft to guarantee that all aspects of flight
operations are conducted using industry best practices far exceeding FAA requirements

Financial Freedom
Pay as You Fly – No up-front capital outlay, long-term contractual obligations or membership fees

Global Reach
Worldwide service to thousands of cities and remote locations

Superior Service
Personalized to the tee – Your personal flight advisor and advocate is available 24/7 and will handle every detail both on the
ground and in the air ensuring that your experience is seamless

Industry Best Pricing
Clients save 20-40 percent on average relative to jet card and fractional pricing

Guaranteed Availability
Aircraft on call 24 hours a day 365 days a year in as little as 2 hours notice

Absolute Confidentiality
We are the first call for many CEOs, Executives, Entrepreneurs, Dignitaries and Celebrities for whom privacy is paramount

Aircraft Flexibility
Choose the perfect jet for every trip from our global network of over 6,000 premium safety rated aircraft
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Philosophy
evoJets was originally founded as a consultancy to advise private travelers in the acquisition of jet cards, aircraft fractions and
whole aircraft ownership. At the request of our clients, evoJets expanded to include Private Charter and Shared-Flight services
and now offers one of the most flexible and cost-efficient private aviation programs in the industry.
Our position has never wavered: we work on behalf of our clients - always representing their best interests - by providing the
options and resources necessary to maximize their private travel dollars.
Service - A Seamless Extension of Your Personal Staff
As a boutique brokerage, our clients mean everything to us. Dedicated flight advisors are available around the clock to cater to your every need.
No matter how big or small a trip, we work to guarantee perfection in every aspect of your itinerary, delivered with an unmatchable personal
touch.

Confidence – Just One Call
With an understanding of evoJets philosophy and extensive resources, our clients can confidently make one phone call to satisfy all their private
travel needs.

Value – Customized to Your Specific Expectations
evoJets flight team conducts exhaustive searches to find the perfect match for each of your unique trips, with customized consideration given to
your individualized expectations for safety, price, aircraft make and model. Though safety is our foremost priority, we guarantee industry best
pricing by sourcing aircraft from a variety of sources and pre-negotiate all terms and conditions on your behalf.
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Safety
Above all else
The safety, security, and confidentiality of our clients are evoJets top priorities. We work exclusively with top tier Air Carriers, exceeding FAA Part
135 requirements, to ensure the highest level of safety.

Standards & Operators
The air carriers approved for service within the evoJets network must meet Federal Aviation Administration standards as well as those set forth by
evoJets. The Federal Aviation Administration regulates Charter Operators under FAR Part 135 which establishes the safety, maintenance and
operations standards by which all carriers are held.
Taking our commitment to safety one step further; evoJets requires that all of the carriers within our network are reviewed by the industry's
leading independent charter certification organization: The Aviation Research Group / US (ARG/US).

Security
With evoJets, you have the comfort of knowing that every passenger who has flown on the aircraft before you has been security screened by the
Transportation Security Administration (TSA).
Scheduling flights requires the full legal names of every passenger. All passengers over the age of 18 must present two forms of identification
before entry onto the aircraft, one of which must be a valid, government issued photo ID. Passengers under the age of 18 must be identified by the
lead passenger.
All aircraft are inspected prior to boarding and pilots maintain the right to search passengers and their luggage. All aircraft are locked and secured
when crewmembers are absent from the plane.

Privacy Policy
evoJets takes every possible step to ensure that members' personal information is kept confidential. Information gathered and contained within
the evoJets network is used solely to provide the best service achievable. Personal information will not be distributed to any external organization
or third party.
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Service
Executive Concierge Services
evoJets welcomes the opportunity to tailor every aspect of your trip exceeding even your highest expectations. Your personal travel concierge will
customize every flight detail to convert your time spent traveling into an extended window of elevated clarity and calming comfort.
A Seamless Extension of Your Personal Staff
o

VIP Catering

o

Chauffeured Car Service

o

Aviation Advisory Services

Personal Travel Concierge & Coordinator
evoJets clients are assigned a personal travel concierge and coordinator accountable for every aspect of every your trip. With one phone call
evoJets clients can plan or change an itinerary, order custom catering or arrange ground transportation. With a 24/7/354 operations team, your
personal travel coordinator is available 24/7/365.

Aviation Advisory Services
evoJets was founded on the principle that everyone is entitled to the information and service options necessary to make savvy, sensible travel
decisions. We proudly assist our clients in the strategic implementation of various flight providers to most efficiently satisfy their travel needs. To
best serve you, our Aviation Advisory Team has intimate knowledge of third party programs which we strategically employ to maximize the value of
your private travel.
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evoJets Charter
Applying a mix of proprietary strategies and traditional tactics, evoJets’ Charter Plus leverages extensive market reach to
deliver the greatest value in on-demand jet charter. Unlike jet card programs or fractional ownership, Charter Plus offers
LimitLess aircraft flexibility with no upfront capital outlay or minimum flight commitments.
evoJets’ flight specialists use a wealth of information sources to pinpoint the most efficient, cost-effective flights
Whenever possible, empty-leg flights and transient aircraft are seamlessly integrated into your itinerary
Because evoJets does not own or operate its own aircraft, you can rest assured that jets are impartially selected with only your best
interests as our top priority.

Program Advantages


Value: The most efficient, cost-effective routing, every time.



Flexibility: LimitLess aircraft selection. Always the best jet for your trip



Risk Free: Zero upfront capital outlay, No minimums

Jet Card Consultation & Cost Hedging
evoJets offers free Consultation and intelligent flight solutions to jet card owners interested in hedging the often unfavorable costs of fixed-rate
programs . evoJets’ flight advisors work together with clients, offering honest consultation to effectively navigate and employ the most efficient
blend of available resources to maximize the value of their private travel.
We encourage jet card users and fractional owners to contact us prior to every flight in order to take advantage of cost saving opportunities to
hedge their travel expense. Please inform your evoJets Flight Advisor of the programs that you currently utilize so that we may best assist you.
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Charter Pricing
Flexibility
evoJets not only offers its clients the luxury of limitless access to a wide variety of aircraft, it also allows clients to leverage flexible schedules to negotiate
industry best pricing.

Risk Free
Unlike other programs, evoJets requires no upfront capital obligation. You pay only when you fly.

Guaranteed Best Value
The combination of evoJets top safety rated aircraft, flexible pricing on limitless aircraft options and proprietary sourcing strategies all back evoJets’ guarantee
to provide the best possible value in private travel.

evoJets Charter Plus Average Hourly Rates
Very Light Jet
Light
Mid
$1,500-$2,500

$2,250-$3,450

$3,450-$5,000

Super-Mid

Heavy

Turbo

Helicopter

$4,500 - $9,000

$5,000-$9,000

$1,000-$2,500

$1,000-$3,500

Note: The following pricing is inclusive of all taxes, fuel surcharge, landing, standard stock catering and other standard fees. Fees such as overnights, de-icing and in some
cases re-positioning of an aircraft are not included.

Below represents the current savings experienced by evoJets charter clients:






Average savings vs. Flex Jet 25 Jet Card: 32%
Average savings vs. Sentient Jet Membership: 28%
Average savings vs. Marquis Jet Card: 39%
Average savings vs. Sentient Charter: 18%
Average savings vs. Blue Star Jets: 15%
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Aircraft
Limitless
evoJets' clients are extended access to a worldwide network of thousands of aircraft. Light, mid-size, super-mid and heavy jets as well as turboprop, helicopter and airliner aircraft are all available within the evoJets network.

The right solution for every trip
We appreciate that every trip is unique and that there is no one jet that could possibly satisfy your varying demands. While other private travel
options confine their members to a specific jet, or jet category, evoJets offers LimitLess freedom to travel on the most appropriate aircraft for every
trip.

Representative jets within the evoJets network
Turbo Prop

King Air 90
King Air 200
King Air 350
Piagio Avanti
Pilatus PC12

Very Light

Phenom 100
Citation Mustang
Eclipse 500

Light

Beechjet 400A
Citation CJ1
Citation CJ2
Citation Bravo
Citation V
Citation Encore
Hawker 400XP
Lear 35
Premier 1
Citation Ultra
Lear 40/45

Mid

Citation Excel
Citation VII
Hawker 700
Hawker 800
Hawker 800XP
Lear 60
Lear 55

Super-Mid

Challenger 300
Citation Sovereign
Citation X
Falcon 50
Falcon 2000
Gulfstream 200
Hawker 1000

Heavy

Challenger 600
Challenger 601
Challenger 604
Embraer Legacy
Falcon 900
Gulfstream II
Gulfstream III
Gulfstream IV
Gulfstream 450
Gulfstream V
Gulfstream 550
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